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TICKER HWSIX

ASSETS $659 million

PERFORMANCE 1 yr. 3 yr. 5 yr. 10 yr. 15 yr.
 3.03% 11.66% 7.36% 10.61% 9.63%

TOP 5 HOLDINGS F5 Inc.; Evercore Inc.; Stagwell Inc.;  
 Popular  Inc.; SLM Corp.

CONTACT INFO 800.796.5606 • hwcm.com

A Contrarian Way To Small-Cap Profits
The Hotchkis & Wiley Small Cap Value Fund makes money by greatly diverging from its bogey.

By Jeff Schlegel

The folks at asset manager Hotchkis & Wiley don’t pay 
much attention to the debate about growth versus value in-
vesting. They’re all-in on the value side, and have been since 
the Los Angeles-based firm was founded in 1980. The com-
pany offers nine value equity mutual funds covering domes-
tic and international markets, along with a high-yield bond 
fund. Through the years, its staff of long-tenured analysts and 
portfolio managers have navigated the tech bubble of the late 
1990s, the financial crisis of 2007-2009, and the pandemic of 
2020. And through it all they haven’t changed their tune. 

“Our firm has gone through all of these cycles and have come 
out stronger both from an investment perspective and in terms 
of our process and the execution of our portfolios,” says Jim 
Miles, co-portfolio manager of the Hotchkis & Wiley Small 
Cap Value Fund. “Our focus on value has never changed.”

Value investing has had its ups and downs through the years, 
but the Small Cap Value Fund has been a consistently solid per-

RELATIVELY SPEAKING, VALUE INVESTING WAS THE 

place to be for equities in 2022. Sure, most value-
oriented indexes experienced single-digit losses, 
but that was significantly better than the double-
digit losses suffered by both growth-oriented and 

broad-category indexes. The outperformance followed a long 
period of value’s underperformance after the Great Recession 
as historically low interest rates and accommodative mone-
tary policies helped propel growth stocks into the stratosphere 
and, conversely, made value investing an uncool and less prof-
itable place to be.

But as the Federal Reserve’s bruising regimen of interest rate 
hikes last year took the starch out of pricey—and in some cases 
speculative—growth stocks, it prompted investors to gravitate 
toward less-buzzy stocks of companies with stable earnings, 
sound balance sheets and reasonable valuations. And many 
pundits believe the rebound in value stocks has room to run.

Jim Miles

Performance and asset numbers as of 12/31/22. Holdings, sector weightings as of 11/30/22. 
Sources: Hotchkis & Wiley and Morningstar.
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dustrial sectors than its benchmark. On 
the flip side, the fund was significantly 
underweight in healthcare (it had zero 
exposure), a sector many investment 
strategies have hailed as one of the best 
opportunities during the current market 
downturn but which Miles thinks of as a 
crowded and expensive trade.

“So it depends on what the market is 
saying is attractively valued,” Miles ex-
plains. “That can lead to portfolios that in 
the view of Morningstar look contrarian. 
But in our view, it’s not so much contrar-
ian but instead is aligning with valuation, 
knowing that valuation is the one factor 
that delivers on long-term return.”

But finding value-oriented invest-
ments is more than just scrounging the 
bargain bin section for off-price items. 
Miles notes there are a host of things 
that could depress earnings in the short 
run, and a focus on short-term earnings 
can lead to a deceptively low multiple. 
“The key thing is you need to make sure 
the company has the financial strength 
and balance sheet and the liquidity to 
make it through whatever this transi-
tion period is,” he says.

“There are a lot of stocks that are 
statistically cheap, but there’s been a 
structural change in demand for their 
products or services, and as a result of 
that change it’s unlikely they’ll get back 
to their historical level of performance,” 
he adds. “We view those as value traps.”

Room To Run
Miles points to Fluor Corp. as an ex-

ample of his and Green’s investment 
thinking. Fluor is an engineering and 
construction company involved in large, 

former within its category thanks to the 
steady leadership of Miles, who took the 
fund’s reins in 1995, and his partner, 
David Green, who became co-manag-
er 1997. According to Morningstar, the 
fund has been a top-quartile performer 
within its small-value category for each 
measurable period from one year to 15 
years. In 2022 it was the third-ranked 
fund out of 481 in the category on the 
strength of its 3% return. And over the 
past 15 years it ranked third out of 231 
funds, with average annualized returns 
of about 10%.

But it hasn’t always been a smooth 
ride. For example, there were consecu-
tive years in the 2010s when the fund 
placed in the bottom quartile.

“If you look at our track record, and 
David and I have managed this strategy 
together for 25 years, you can see some 
short-term volatility, but ultimately the 
long-term returns are attractive. And 
when you compound that, a dollar giv-
en to us when we first started manag-
ing is worth $15 today. If you invested in 
our benchmark, it would be worth half 
that much,” claims Miles, referring to the 
Russell 2000 Value Index.

In a report last year, Morningstar an-
alyst Christopher Franz said the Small 
Cap Value Fund’s “contrarian profile 
isn’t for the faint of heart but should 
reward investors who are aware of its 
risks.” He added that the fund manag-
ers focus on buying deeply out-of-fa-
vor companies and are willing to endure 
short-term pain.

Miles takes exception with Morning-
star’s assessment. He notes that Hotchkis 
& Wiley’s client base consists primarily 
of institutional and retirement-orient-
ed investors with horizons stretching 
out many years or decades. As he puts it, 

his clients are less worried about short-
term volatility and more focused on the 
fund producing long-term returns that 
achieve their investment objective over, 
say, a 10-year time horizon. He points 
to studies showing that the value factor 
plays the biggest role in generating posi-
tive returns over a 10-year period.

“The lower the valuation your portfo-
lio is, the higher the return is in the sub-
sequent 10-year period,” he says. 

Valuation Winds
Miles and Green are bottom-up man-

agers who screen the small-cap universe 
and target the bottom 40% of companies 
that look inexpensive given their nor-
malized earnings, which Miles describes 

as long-term sustainable economic earn-
ings. From there, the two managers 
work with the firm’s deep bench of in-
vestment analysts to assess companies by 
looking for certain qualities. 

The first is business quality. “We 
think of a high-quality business as one 
that generates returns greater than the 
cost of capital and grows faster than the 
economy and can do that over a long 
time period,” Miles says.

The analysts also parse the balance 
sheets and corporate governance attri-
butes of potential portfolio holdings. 
The end result is a portfolio constructed 
one stock at a time regardless of sector 
weightings. And depending on which 
way the valuation winds blow, that can 
make the fund look very different from 
its benchmark. 

For example, Miles noted, the fund 
had virtually no technology expo-
sure during the tech bubble of the late 
’90s. Yet recently, it was overweight in 
technology. The fund was also recent-
ly more exposed to the energy and in-

Portfolio Statistics
Number Of Positions  60
Average Mkt. Cap  2.84 billion
P/E Ratio  9.43x
Std. Dev Fund/Benchmark  32.75/29.14
Turnover Ratio  37%
Net Expense Ratio  0.97%
Portfolio stats as of 11/30/22. Standard deviation (three-year 
period) versus the Morningstar U.S. Small Cap Broad Value Ex-
tended Index as of 12/31/22. Fund turnover stat as of 9/30/22. 
Sources: Hotchkis & Wiley and Morningstar.

As Jim Miles puts it, his clients are less worried about  
short-term volatility and more focused on the fund  

producing long-term returns that achieve their investment 
objective over, say, a 10-year time horizon.



PORTFOLIO SPOTLIGHT

complex projects such as refineries and 
liquid natural gas projects, along with 
civil engineering projects such as bridg-
es and highways. Its share price was in 
sharp decline from late 2018 through 
the pandemic. Part of the problem, 
Miles says, was that Fluor was saddled 
with fixed-priced contracts and its cost 
overruns ultimately depressed earnings. 

But he noted that key competitors 
were exiting the business, and that the 
company shifted away from fixed-price 
transactions primarily to “cost-plus 
business,” in which expenses are esti-
mated up front but the final price is cal-
culated at a project’s completion. 

“Investors will eventually realize the 
volatility of earnings will be less, but for 
now the market doesn’t see the long-term 
outlook for this company and it’s trading 
at a very low multiple,” Miles says. 

Fluor’s stock rose 40% last year, aided 
by demand for LNG terminals to bring 
natural gas to Europe, where supply be-
came a problem after Russia invaded 
Ukraine. Miles says Fluor formerly was 
a top-10 holding in his fund and it re-

mains a core holding, but its weight-
ing was recently reduced as the stock 
jumped 117% during the past two years. 

As stalwart value investors, the 
Hotchkis & Wiley managers are attuned 
to the ebbs and flows of market cycles. 
And that’s why Miles is excited about the 
outlook for value investing. He believes 
the markets are undergoing a regime 

Manager Jim Miles Age 61

Professional Background Aside from being a portfolio manager, 
he covers consumer companies and is a member of the consumer, 
healthcare and technology sector teams. Before joining the firm, 
he was a vice president in corporate finance at BT Securities 

Corp., an affiliate of Bankers Trust. He specialized in lending to and arranging 
debt for highly leveraged companies. 

Outside Interests He enjoys spending time with family, as well as outdoor 
activities such as fishing, hiking, biking and skiing. When indoors, he follows 
college football (Pac-12, Stanford in particular), plays cards and solves puzzles. 
He supports local charities targeting educational scholarships, families in need 
and mental health advocacy.

change, and he reminds investors that 
value’s past periods of weakness have 
been followed by periods when it shines. 

“Given the underperformance we’ve 
had the past decade, you could easily see 
a value cycle of five to seven years,” he 
says. “We’re nowhere done with it if 
you look at history being a predictor of 
the future.” 

Opinions and estimates contained in this article are subject to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are 
based on current market conditions. This article originally appeared on Financial Advisor magazine’s website on January/February 2023. 
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““AA  CCOONNTTRRAARRIIAANN  WWAAYY  TTOO  SSMMAALLLL CCAAPP  PPRROOFFIITTSS””
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